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Abstract 
We study higher-order rewrite systems (HRSs) which extend term rewriting to i-terms. HRSs 
can describe computations over terms with bound variables. We show that rewriting with HRSs 
is closely related to undirected equational reasoning. We define pattern rewrite systems (PRSs) 
as a special case of HRSs and extend three confluence results from term rewriting to PRSs: the 
critical pair lemma by Knuth and Bendix, confluence of rewriting modulo equations i la Huet, 
and confluence of orthogonal PRSs. 
1. Introduction 
Much effort has gone into the study of first-order rewrite systems and as a result 
there is a large body of knowledge about their properties. In 1972, Knuth and Bendix 
published their seminal paper [ 191 which shows that confluence of terminating term- 
rewriting systems is decidable: a simple test of confluence for the finite set of so-called 
critical pairs suffices. Later Huet [ 1 l] gave the definitive formulation of this result and 
extended it in several directions, including confluence for term-rewriting modulo certain 
equational theories. 
The objective of this paper is to generalize some of these results from first-order 
rewrite systems (usually referred to as term-rewriting systems), where all functions are 
first-order, to rewrite systems over simply typed A-terms. The aim of this generalization 
is to lift the rich theory developed around first-order rewrite systems and apply it 
to systems manipulating higher-order terms, such as program transformers, theorem 
provers and the like. In particular, this paper can be seen as an investigation of (a 
fragment of) the meta-theory of theorem provers like HOL [9] and Isabelle [33]: both 
systems are based on the simply typed A-terms and their logic contains equality. On a 
more practical level, the study of higher-order rewriting has lead to the development of 
a new and improved unification algorithm for a certain subclass of A-terms [26], which 
is now part of Isabelle. Isabelle’s rewrite engine is based completely on a particular 
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form of higher-order rewriting, namely the pattern rewrite systems introduced below, 
which is an extremely useful tool for the manipulation of terms with bound variables. 
We study two kinds of rewrite systems: pattern rewrite systems (PRSs) and the 
more general higher-order rewrite systems (HRSs). PRSs are similar to Klop’s combi- 
natory reduction systems (CRSs) [ 16,181. Both are generalizations of term-rewriting 
systems (TRSs) [5] to terms with higher-order functions and bound variables. The 
main difference is that PRSs use the typed i-calculus as a meta-language, whereas 
CRSs come with their own untyped abstraction and substitution mechanism. The pre- 
cise relationship between the two formalisms is explored elsewhere [30]: it is shown 
that a CRS can be simulated directly by a PRS, whereas the reverse simulation is quite 
involved. As a consequence, results like confluence carry over very easily from PRSs 
to CRSs, but not so easily in the other direction. Although there are these technical 
differences, the abstraction mechanism in both PRSs and CRSs is general enough to 
represent quantification in formulae, abstraction in functional programs, and many other 
variable-binding constructs. Using this representation, many operations on formulae and 
programs can be expressed naturally as higher-order rewrite systems. 
In Section 2 we review the terminology and notation of the typed I-calculus which 
is used to define object-level rewrite systems, and define some basic properties, In 
Section 3 we define higher-order rewrite systems (HRSs), pattern rewrite systems 
(PRSs), the reduction relation they induce on terms and show how they interact with 
substitutions. Then we show how HRSs induce an equality on terms and how it re- 
lates to reduction. In Section 4 the Critical Pair Lemma from Knuth and Bendix is 
generalized to PRSs. In Section 5 a theorem due to Huet about confluence modulo 
equality is generalized to PRSs. In Section 6 we deal with orthogonal pattern rewrite 
systems (OPRSs). These are a special kind of PRSs that have no critical pairs and 
whose rewrite rules are all left linear. In this section we give two different proofs that 
OPRSs are confluent. The paper closes with a discussion of related work. 
2. Preliminaries 
What follows is a description of the meta-language of simply typed il-calculus which 
is used to define object-level rewrite systems. The notation is roughly consistent with 
the standard literature [4, lo]. 
Starting with some fixed set of base types 39 the set of all types Y is the closure 
of 99 under the function space constructor -+. The letter z is used to denote types. 
Function types associate to the right: 71 + 72 -+ 73 means zt + (72 --f 73). Instead of 
ri+ ... -+ z, + z we also write Z, + z, if z is a base type. 
Terms are generated from a set of typed variables V = UrET V, and a set of typed 
constants C = UrEY CT, where V, n I+ = C, n C,, = { } if r # z’, by A-abstraction and 
application. Arbitrary variables are denoted by x, y and z, free variables by upper case 
letters F, G and H, and constants by c, d, f and g. Atoms are constants or variables 
and are denoted by a and b. Terms are denoted by l,r,s, t and u. We write t : T to 
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indicate that a term t is of type z. The inductive definition of simply typed >.-terms is 
as follows: 
x E v, c E c, s:z-+r’t:z x:T sx’ 
xx c:z (s t) : 7’ (3d.s):z+z’ 
In the sequel all our A-terms are assumed to be simply typed. 
Instead of 2.~~ . . . IX, .s we also write 1x1,. .,x, .s or just ig .s, where the x, are 
assumed to be distinct. Similarly instead of (. . .(t ~1). . .)u, we write t(ul,. . ,u,) or 
just t(G). The notation t(EJ includes the possibility n = 0 if t is of base type. The free 
and bound variables occurring in a term s are denoted by B(s) and bv(s), respectively. 
A term is called linear iff no free variable occurs in it more than once. 
We assume the usual definition of a,/3 and v conversion between A-terms. We write 
s =y Z, where y E {a, 8, ‘1) if s and t are equivalent modulo y-conversion. In the sequel 
a-equivalent terms are identified. 
As the simply typed A-calculus is confluent and terminating w.r.t. P-reduction (q- 
reduction) every term t has a J-normal form (v]-normal form) which is denoted tLp 
(tl,). Let t be in /?-normal form. Then t is of the form 3.G. a&J, where a is called 
the head of t. The q-expanded form of t is defined by 
where t : G + z and x,+1,. . ,x,+k $fv(ti;;;). Instead of tlBT’? we write t$ A l-term 
t is in long /+normal form iff t = tl”,. 
Conuention: Unless stated otherwise, the variables r, s, t, etc., range over jti-terms 
in long pq-normal form. 
Terms can also be viewed as trees. Subterms can be numbered by so-called positions 
which are the paths from the root to the subterm in Dewey decimal notation. Details 
can be found in [ 11,5]. We just briefly review the notation. The positions in a term t 
are denoted by .Yos(t) C N*. The letters p and q stand for positions. The root position 
is E, the empty sequence. Two positions p and q are appended by juxtaposing them: 
pq. The letter i is reserved for natural numbers and i.p is the position obtained by 
appending i to the front of p. Given p E Yes(t), t/p is the subterm of t at position 
p; t[u],, is t with t/p replaced by u. 
Abstractions and applications yield the following trees: 
1,X 
I I’\ 
t t1 t2 
Formally, this is defined as follows: 
TIE = t 
(tl t2)Mi.p) = tilp 
(Ax. t)l(l.p) = t/p 
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Hence, positions in l-terms are sequences over { 1,2}. Note that the bound variable 
in an abstraction is not a separate subterm and can therefore not be accessed by the 
s/p notation. For ~1, p2 E Pas(t) we define the partial ordering pi< p2 iff p1 is a 
prefix of ~2. We write p1 11 p2 iff neither p1 <p2 nor p2 < pl. If p1 <pz, the position 
p2/pi E Pos(t/pl) is defined as p2 without the prefix ~1. 
Substitutions are finite mappings from variables to terms of the same type. Substi- 
tutions are denoted by 8, o and 6. For 0 = {xi H tl, . , . ,x,, H t,,} we define Dam(6) = 
{Xl,..., x,} and Cod(B)={tl,..., tn}. The application of a substitution to a term is 
defined by e(t) := (1%. t)(Q$ We often drop the parentheses and simply write tit. 
Let 01 and 02 be substitutions. Then f3i + e2 is a substitution with 
Dom(& +02):=Dom(B1)UDom(&) 
defined by 
(e, + e,)(F) := 
&(F) if F E Dom(02), 
&(F) otherwise. 
A renaming p is an injective substitution with Cod(p) c V and Dam(p) f? 
Cod(p) = { }. R enamings are always denoted by p. 
Note that we will always assume that the domain of a substitution does not contain 
any variable bound in a term the substitution is applied to. If necessary, the bound 
variables are renamed automatically. 
Two terms s and t are called unijiable iff there is a substitution 8, such that 
O(s) = e(t). The term s matches the term t iff there is a substitution 8, such that 
O(s) = t. The problem to decide if a term s matches a term t and to compute the sub- 
stitution 0 is called the matching problem, which is very important for rewriting (see 
the remarks after Definition 3.3). 
Given p E Yes(t), bv(t, p) is the list of all I-abstracted variables on the path from 
the root of t to p: 
b4t, E) = [ 1 
bo((tl tz), i.p) = bv(ti, P> 
bv(lx . t, 1.~) =x. bv(t, p) 
It is frequently necessary to “lift” a term into a context of certain bound variables. 
An G-lifter of a term t away from W is a substitution o = {F H (pF)(%) 1 F Efi(t)} 
where p is a renaming such that gom(p)=fv(t), %?od(p)fl W= { } and pF: ~1 -+ ... 
+zk+z ifXi:rl,...,Xk:rk and F:z. 
For example, o = {F H G(x), S H T(x)} is an x-lifter of f(ny . g(F(y)),S) away 
from any W not containing G or T; the corresponding renaming is p = {F ++ G, S H T}. 
Definition 2.1. We define the order of a type in the traditional way: 
ord(z) = 1 if r is a base type, 
ord(zo + 71) = max{ord(To) + l,ord(zl)}. 
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The order of a substitution is the maximal order of the types of the variables in its 
domain: 
ord(%) = max{ord(z) / v, n ~Jowz(@ # { }} 
Note that ord({ }), i.e. max{ } is defined to be 0. 
Given a relation +, f denotes the reflexive closure, H the symmetric closure and 
: the transitive and reflexive closure of -+. We write s j, t iff there is a U, such 
that s 5 u and t 5 u. The relation -+ is (locally) confluent if Y 5 s (Y -+s) and 
Y 3 t (r + t) imply s 1 t. The relation + is terminating if there is no infinite sequence 
si + si+l for all i E N. It is well known that terminating relations are confluent iff they 
are locally confluent [ 1 I]. 
3. Higher-order rewrite systems 
Higher-order rewrite systems are generalizations of first-order rewrite systems [5] to 
terms with higher-order functions and bound variables. Since unifiability of L-terms is 
undecidable in general [8], we often restrict to a certain subclass of L-terms which 
behave very much like first-order terms w.r.t. unification. 
Definition 3.1. A ),-term t in p-normal form is called a (higher-order) pattern if every 
free occurrence of a variable F is in a subterm F(G) of t, such that U, is n-equivalent 
to a list of distinct bound variables. 
Examples of higher-order patterns are i.x. c(x), F, Ax. F(kz .x(z)) and 3.x, y F(y,x). 
Examples of non-patterns are F(c), 2.x .F(x,x), Ax,y.F(y,c) and /zx. G(H(x)). 
The following crucial result about unification of patterns is due to Dale Miller [23]: 
Theorem 3.2. It is decidable whether two patterns are unifiable; if they are unijable, 
a most general unijier can be computed. 
Nipkow [26] presents a simplified form of Miller’s unification algorithm and develops 
it towards a practical implementation. Qian [36] shows that patterns can be unified in 
linear time. 
Definition 3.3. A rewrite rule is a pair 1 +r such that 1 is not a free variable, 1 and 
r are of the same base type, and fv(Z) > fv(r). A pattern rewrite rule is a rewrite 
rule whose left-hand side is a pattern. A higher-order rewrite system (HRS) is a set 
of rewrite rules. A pattern rewrite system (PRS) is a set of pattern rewrite rules. The 
letter R always denotes an HRS (which will often be a PRS). A HRS R induces a 
relation +R on terms: 
s+t H 3(1+r)~R, 
R 
p E Yes(s), 0 .slp = 81 At =s[%r],. 
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A rewrite rule is called left-linear iff its left-hand side is linear. A HRS is called 
left-linear iff all its rewrite rules are left-linear. 
Our HRSs are exactly Wolfram’s “higher-order term rewriting systems” [41]. 
A few remarks are in order: 
Recall that by convention I, r, s and t are in long /+norrnal form. 
Due to the restrictions placed on left-hand sides, they must always be 
G). 
of the form 
For PRSs, the restriction fv( I) > fv(r) is preserved under substitution. Thus it has 
the same effect as for TRSs: rewriting cannot introduce new variables. This fails for 
general HRSs: although f(F(X)) + g(X) meets the restriction, replacing F by LX. Y 
yields f(Y) + g(X) which violates the restriction. This problem is investigated in 
more detail by Kahrs [ 151. 
Since we derive only very basic results about HRSs, we do not need to impose 
anything like fv(Z) I&(r), whereas the latter is essential for the confluence results 
for PRSs. 
The restriction to rules of base type is necessary because of the simple matching 
procedure inherent in the definition of +R. Otherwise AR and =R do not coincide 
(see Section 3.1). Pulling rules down to base type by applying them to new variables 
is fine for HRSs but may fail for PRSs: lx.c(F(x)) is a pattern but ceases to be 
one when pulled down to base type: c(F(X)). 
+R is defined only between terms in long /?q-normal form. This simplifies tech- 
nicalities. Alternatively, we could work with a relation -‘R defined by s-+~ t :w 
The relation -‘R is decidable if the matching problem is decidable for the left-hand 
sides of the rules in R. As by Theorem 3.2 even unifiability is decidable for patterns, 
the relation +R is decidable for any PRS R; full unification will come in handy in 
connection with critical pairs. 
For general HRSs the situation is different. Although unifiability is known to be 
undecidable even for second order A-terms [8], it is not known whether higher-order 
matching is decidable. Padovani [32] proved that fourth-order matching is decidable, 
but the general case is still open. 
Example 3.4. The standard example of a PRS is pure lambda-calculus itself. The syn- 
tax involves just the type term of terms and two constants for abstraction and appli- 
cation: 
abs: (term -+ term) ---f term 
app: term -+ term + term 
The rewrite rules are 
beta: upp(abs(ln. F(x)),S) --f F(S) 
eta: abs(lx . app(S,x)) ---f S 
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Note how the use of meta-level application and abstraction removes the need for a 
substitution operator (in the beta-rule) and side conditions (in the eta-rule). 
The following lemma is a simple consequence of the fact that all rewrite rules must 
be of base type: 
Lemma 3.5. If R is an HRS and Ax. s +R t then t = lx. u and s +R u .for some u. 
In the sequel it will be convenient to have an inference-rule based formulation of 
rewriting. 
Definition 3.6. Given an HRS R, let JR be the least relation on terms in long j?u- 
normal form which is closed under the following rules: 
(i+r)~R s+Rt S+Rt 
_ 81 JR or G, s, Fd JR 4s,, t, cz> h.S+RiX.t 
where a is an atom of type r,+i+,, + T’. 
Of course, the two definitions of rewriting are equivalent. 
Lemma 3.7. Jf R is an HRS then +R and JR coincide. 
Proof. The containment JR C -‘R is shown by induction on the structure of +R, the 
reverse containment by induction on the length of p in the definition of +R. 0 
In the sequel, we will not distinguish +R and JR and use whichever definition is 
most appropriate. In addition, we usually drop the subscript R and simply write +. 
We will now prove an important theorem about 5, namely its stability under sub- 
stitution. For TRSs this is simple and one obtains the stronger result that s + t implies 
0s 4 Bt. For HRSs we have to replace + by 5 because /I-reductions during the appli- 
cation of a substitution can copy redexes. These copies need to be reduced sequentially; 
hence the use of 5 instead of +. Later on we will see that a suitable notion of parallel 
reduction leads to a much nicer stability result (Lemma 6.4). 
Definition 3.8. Let -+ be an arbitrary relation on terms. We define e---f 8’ to mean 
that B(F) + e’(F) holds for all FE 9om(f?). 
Theorem 3.9. Let R be an HRS. Ifs 5s’ and 0: 0’ then OS 5 8’s’. 
Proof. By induction on the order of /3 (see Definition 2.1) with a nested induction on 
the length of the derivation s 5 s’. 
1. If .s = s’, we prove 8s : 0’s by induction on the structure of s. The structure of nor- 
mal forms dictates that s = 2%. a&). The innermost induction hypothesis implies 
8si 5 e’si. Now we distinguish two cases. 
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(a) If a 4 %m(8) (and hence a 6 %m(8’) because the left-hand side of a rewrite 
rule cannot match a variable) then 0s = 1%. a(&,) 3 AX,. ~(8’s~) = 8’s fol- 
lows easily. 
(b) If a E Sam(8) then 8u = ,ly,.t. By Lemma 3.5 it follows that 8’u = 1x.t’ where 
t 5 t’. Define the substitutions 6 = { yn H es,} and 6’ = { yn H 0’s,} and no- 
tice that we have 6 3 6’. If a is of type Zn + r, the definition of ord implies 
ord(q)<ord(G+ z) and hence ord(b)<ord(O) (note that this also holds in 
case IZ =O). Thus the outermost induction hypothesis applies: 6t 3 S’t’ be- 
- 
cause t 3 t’. Thus we obtain: 0s = 1%. (ea)(es,)l, = AXE. 5 kifg(6’t’) = 
A%. (eb)(e5,)~, = 85. 
2. If s 5 S’ + s”, the inner induction hypothesis yields 0s 5 0’s’. We show e’s’ 5 
0’s” by induction on the structure of the derivation s’ +s” as in Definition 
3.6. 
(a) If s’ = 61 and s” = 6r for some (1 + r) E R, ev = ew = (e's)l + (eqr = 
8% = ew 
(b) If s’ = 1x. t’ and s” = Ix. t” such that t’ + t”, the innermost induction hypoth- 
esis yields Oft’ + tl’t” and hence 0’s’ = 1~. O’t’ 5 AX. tl’t” = e’s”. 
(c) If s’ = u(z), s” = a($!) such that si + sg for some k and .si = sI/ for all i # k, 
then the innermost induction hypothesis yields e’s; 5 e’s;. Because 0’s: $ 
0’s; holds trivially for all i # k, we obtain e’s[ 5 B’s; for all i. Now we 
distinguish two cases. 
-* - 
(i) If u $L 9om(O’) then 0’s’ = a(fPs;) + a(&s;) = 0’s” follows easily. 
(ii) If u E 9om(8’) then #a= Ay,.t. Define the new substitutions 6’= 
{yn H e’s;} and 8’ = {yn H e’s;} and notice that we have 6 5 6’. As 
above, we can show that ord(6’) < ord(0’); because -+ preserves types, 
we also have ord(0’) = ord(8). Thus the outermost induction hypothesis 
applies: 6’t : Vt because t : t. Thus we obtain e’s’ = (Q’u)(@s;)J,, = 
69 5 69 = (e’u)(e5;)~a = ew 0 
This theorem has two obvious corollaries: 
?? s 3 s’ implies 0s 5 (3s’ and 
0 e 5 8’ implies es : e5. 
However, the above proof fails if one reduces the statement of the theorem to one of 
the corollaries. 
A slightly different version of Theorem 3.9 is also shown by Loria [20]: he uses 
conditional rewrite rules whose left-hand sides are patterns; his proof relies more on 
considerations about term positions. 
Finally we lift Theorem 3.9 from : to A, at least for a special case: 
Corollary 3.10. Let R be an HRS. Ifs As’ and t A t’ then {x H t}s A {x ++ t’}s’. 
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Proof. If s1tfs2... tts, and tl -tz... cft,,, let 0; = {.x w t,}. Now Theorem 3.9 
* * * * 
implies Qisi 45 02si +Z . . . H ens1 +-+ OnSz ++ . ++ &S,. 0 
The general case, i.e. if 6 & 8’ and s As’ then OS A Q’s’, is rather more tedious to 
derive and is left as an exercise. 
3.1. Rewriting versus equality 
Originally, term rewriting was a means of analyzing equational theories, but it has 
long since taken on a life of its own. Returning to those roots we need to relate our 
notion of rewriting to a more “logical” notion of equality. In the sequel E will always 
denote a set of equations, i.e. a set of pairs s = t, where s and t are terms of the same 
type. In particular any rewrite rule 1 --f r can also be viewed as an equation 1= r. 
Throughout this subsection we do not assume that terms or substitutions are in 
any normal form and Ot denotes the non-normalizing application of 0 to t. 
Definition 3.11. A set of equations E induces a relation =E defined by the following 
inference rules, which come in three groups: 
Basic conversion rules: 
Equality rules: 
Congruence rules: 
;,I ;;:;(;“t;)(app) 
We call =E the equational theory generated by E. 
Note that 0 in (E) is present only for convenience: substitution can be simulated by 
(abs), (app) and (0 
Modulo 1; we have the same relationship between --+R and =R as in the first order 
case. This can be viewed as a justification of our definition of +R. 
Theorem 3.12. If R is an HRS then s =R t @ ST; AR t1;. 
Proof. The e-direction is easy since =R can mimic A directly. If ~1; A tl; then 
s ;;B s.ls :, sI;I A tr; 5,, tJp zp t. The reductions 4~ and -fV are subsumed by (8) 
and (q); every c) is replaced by a single (E), possibly combined with (sym), embedded 
in a tree of congruence and reflexivity rules. Everything is held together with a finite 
amount of (trans). 
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For the +-direction assume s =R t. By induction on the structure of the derivation 
of s =R t, considering each rule in turn, we prove ST; A tll. 
(E): s = 01 and t = Or for some (I +r)ER. Thus 1-r and hence s~~=(eZ)~~~ 
(&)I;li= tJi by Theorem 3.9. 
(B),(q), (rejl): trivial because ~1; = tli. 
(truns),(sym): by induction hypothesis because A is transitive and symmetric. 
(abs): by induction hypothesis because s’$ A t’li implies (Ax .s’)Ti 2 (Ax. t’)$. 
(upp): s = (~1 s2) and t = (tl tz). By induction hypothesis we have si$ A tf$ Since 
s1 and tl are of functional type, sili must be of the form IX ..ri and tlil of the form 
Ax. t{. Thus Lemma 3.5 implies si 5 t{. Let 8 = {X HS$} and 8’ = {n H tzli}. Corol- 
lary 3.10 yields ~1; = ((Ax .s;)Q)I~ = (&i)li A (O’t;)li = ((LX. t{)t2)li = t$ 0 
Thus, we know that undirected rewriting and equational logic coincide. Note that the 
proof sketch in [2.5] is considerably more involved because Theorem 3.9 is not avail- 
able. 
Now we can use the fact that for confluent reductions convertibility and existence 
of a common reduct coincide: 
Corollary 3.13. If R is a conjkent HRS then s =R t @ ~1; LR t$ 
Loria [20, Theorem 5.1.21 follows [25] to prove the same result for conditional PRSs. 
Wolfram [41, Theorem 4.1 l] appears to prove the same result, but all of his equations 
are by definition in long /?r-normal form and a proof of the (app)-case of his theorem 
would require something like Theorem 3.9 above or Theorem 3.11 of [25]. 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 3.12 fails for rules of function type. The 
one-rule system 
R = {Ax. c(x,F(x)) + Ix. d(F(x),x)} 
induces a relation A which is strictly weaker than =R: c(a, f(a)) =R d(f(a), a) holds 
but c(a, f(a)) ?+ d(f(a), a) does not hold because the definition of -+ insists on rewrit- 
ing /?-normal forms only. Otherwise one could B-expand c(f(a), a) to (Ax. c(x, f(x)))a 
before rewriting it to (Ax. d(f(x),x))a. 
4. The Critical Pair Lemma 
In 1972, Knuth and Bendix [19] showed that confluence of terminating rewrite sys- 
tems is decidable: a simple test of confluence for the finite set of so called critical 
pairs suffices. Later this result was generalized to PRSs by Nipkow [25], although no 
proof was given at the time. The purpose of this section is to supply the missing proof 
and at the same time prepare the ground for the related issue of confluence modulo 
equality which is treated in the following section. 
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Definition 4.1. Let there be two rewrite rules li -+ r,, i = 1,2, in a PRS and a position 
p E Pos(lr ) such that 
?? fv(Zl)nbu(Zl)=O, 
?? the head of 1,/p is not a free variable in I,, and 
?? the two patterns ?bXk. (1,/p) and A%. (all), where {G} = bu(Zt, p) and (T is an Xk- 
lifter of 12 away from fv(ll), have a most general unifier 0. 
Then the pattern Zt overlaps the pattern 12 at position p. The rewrite rules determine 
the critical pair (Or,, 8(Z,[crr~],)). Note that because ig.(Z,/p) and LG. (012) unify, 
1,/p must be of the form f(. . .). 
Two redexes t/p, and t/p2 in a term t are overlapping if there are rewrite rules 
li + ri, i = 1,2, such that p, < ~2, t/p, = 8, I,, t/p2 = 0212 and 1, overlaps 12 at posi- 
tion ~21~1. 
The critical pairs of a PRS R are all the critical pairs arising from overlapping two 
left-hand sides of rules in R, except for a left-hand side of a rule overlapping itself at 
position E. Note that it is possible that a left-hand side 1 of a rule I+ r overlaps itself 
at positions p # e thus giving rise to a critical pair. 
As this definition is difficult to handle, the following lemmas will be useful for 
dealing with critical pairs. Let us first show that critical pairs represent rewrite peaks: 
Lemma 4.2. Let (u,,uz) be a critical pair. Then there exists a term s such that 
u, +s+u2. 
Proof. Let ~1 = Or, and ~2 = O(Zt [orzIp) as in Definition 4.1 and define s := Of,. Thus 
s+&, =u, is trivial. We also have A~.O(l,/p)=8(i~~.(l,/p))=8(A~.(o12))= 
I~~.(fIc~l~), because fv(ll)nbu(Zl)= { }. Therefore 8(Z,/p)=0012. As 11 is a pattern 
and 1,/p is of the form f(. . .), we also have p E ~os(01,) and (01,)/p = Oal2. So we 
get s = (BZl)[&rZ2]p + (t3Z,)[t3ar21p = O(1, [orz]r) = 242. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let there be two patterns I,, 12, a position p E Pos(1,) where 1,/p is not 
of the form F(. . .), {G} = bv(l,, p) and an 7$-lifter o of 12 away from f v(1, ). Then 
the two patterns Ag.(l,/p) and A%. 412) are unijable ifs there exist substitutions 
0, and e2, such that fI,(Z1/p)=0212 and bv(l,,p)nCod(O,)={ }. 
Proof. (1) For the (+)-direction assume w.1.o.g. Dom(B1) C fv(1,). Let 0; := {p(F) 
H l,%.&(F) 1 FE f v(lz)} and p be the renaming corresponding to C. We now show 
that 0s := 191 U 8; is a unifier of I,&. (1,/p) and 2%. (CT/~). From f3io(F) = Oi((p(F)) 
(gg)) =02(F) for all F E f v(l2) it follows that Oi(aZ2) = $212. Therefore, 
~O(~xk.(~llP)) = b(&.(llIP)) ~om(Qnfv(l,)={) 
= G.6 (It/P) bWl,P)nCoWl)={) 
= A&.82(12) 
=R~kga(l2)) = e;(~x~.B(z~)) Cod(0;) n {G} = { } 
= e,(nz3(l,)) (7 away from f v(1,) >Dom(B,). 
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(2) For the (+)-direction assume that 0 is a unifier of A%. (II/~) and 1%. (aE2). De- 
fine 8i:=BlfUc~,, and 02:=&7. Then we have ~xk.el(Zl/p)=e(jl~.(Zl/p))=B(~~. 
(cZ2))=&.02(Z2), because fu(Zi)nbv(Zi)={}. Therefore &(Zi/p)=&(Z2). As 8 
is a unifier of i%.(Zi/p) and 1x,.(0(12)) and {Xk}=bv(Zl,p)Cbu(lxk.(Zl/p)) it 
follows that bu(Zi,p)nCod(B,)={}. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let there be two rules Zi + ri, i = 1,2, and a position p E Pos(Zl) where 
II/p is not of the form F(. . .), and substitutions 0, and O2 such that f&(Zl/p) = 02(Z2) 
andbv(Zl,p)nCod(&)={}. Th en Z 1 overlaps Z2 and there exist a critical pair (s, t) 
and a substitution 6 with 6s = tllrl and 6t = (t+ ZI)[02r2]p. 
Proof. Because fv(Zi)2fU(ri)wecanassumeDom(Bi)Cfu(Zi).Let {G}=bv(Zl,p) 
and rr an XT-lifter of 12 away from f v( II ). It follows from Lemma 4.3 that the two 
patterns &. (II/P) and I%. 4 12) are unifiable. Let 0s be the unifier as defined in 
Lemma 4.3. By Lemma 3.2 there is a most general unifier 0 of 1%. (II/P) and 
l%. ~$12). Hence, 11 overlaps 12 at position p and there is a critical pair (s, t), such that 
s = Brr and t = O(Z1 [orzIp). As Z3 is a most general unifier there exists a substitution 6 
with &=6B. Hence, 6s=tlorl =81rl and &=~O(Zl[~r2]p)=(~OZ,)[80(~r2)],=(~1Z1) 
@(or2)Ip = (el Zl )[e2r2ip. 0 
Corollary 4.5. II overlaps Z2 ifs there exist p E.Y’os(Z~), Q1 and 02, such that &(Z,/p) 
= e2Z2 and bv(Zl, p) n Cod(B1) = { }. 
Proof. The (+)-direction follows directly from Lemma 4.4. For the (+)-direction as- 
sume that Zi overlaps 12. By Definition 4.1 there is a most general unifier of 1%. (II/P) 
and I;ck . (alz), where {q} = bu( II, p) and CJ is an G-lifter of 22 away from f v(Zl ). 
Therefore, the result follows from Lemma 4.3. 0 
Lemma 4.6 (Critical pair lemma). Let R be a PRS and + the corresponding reduc- 
tion relation on terms. If s 4 si, i = 1,2, then either s1 j. ~2, or there are a criti- 
cal pair (uI,u~), a substitution 6 and a position pi Pas(s), such that si =s[6uilp, 
i= 1,2. 
Proof. By definition of s + Si there are rules (Zi + ri) E R, positions pi E POS(S) and 
substitutions 8i, such that s/pi = 8iZi and si =s[&Q]~,. Depending on the relative posi- 
tions of the redexes, there are two cases. 
1. pl 11 p2. It follows directly that sl =s[&r&, -s[81rl]p,[02r2]pz ts[d2r21p2 =s2. 
2. W.1.o.g. p1 d ~2. Let q:= p2fp1. It follows that 
s2Ip1 = (sW2r2ip2 >/PI = (s/p1 W2r21q = (0, h W2r21s 
and 
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There are two cases: 
(a) The two redexes do not overlap, i.e. q = qlq2, such that q1 ~Pos(Zl) and 
II/q, =F(g), with F ??fu(Zl) (remember that 11 is a pattern). Hence, O,(F) 
is of the form 2%. t and we define the substitution 
It follows that t/q2 =(&(F(%)))lq~ =(&(~l/q~))ko =((&ll)/qd/q2 =(&ll)/ 
q = 0212 and hence 81 2 Sl, (Definition 3.8). By stability (Theorem 3.9) it fol- 
* 
lows that Otrt + 8:~. 
Let H be a new variable (i.e. unused so far in this context) and 
QO := 8, U {H ++ O;(F)) 
0; := B,, + {F I-+ O’,(F)} 
and lo := Ii [H(q)&, . From Hr 7 0; it follows that 00 5 0;. Theorem 3.9 
yields (e,11)[82r2]4=(~1Z1)[e:(F(Xk))]q, =~OIO~~~ls=B~Zl =O’,lt +f3{rl. 
The step 9010 -+ * 061s is necessary because F may occur more than once 
in Ii. 
Combining all this we obtain sl/pl = 81~ 3 B;rl z- (0, I1 M2r2lq = szlp1. 
Placing it in the context it follows that 
Sl =s[&r11,, :ss[e:Y&, z s[(e, I, )[82r214~p, = s[e2r2]p2 -= s2 
and hence sr 1.~2. 
(b) The two redexes overlap, i.e. q ~Pos(ll) and II/q is not of the form F(. . .). 
W.1.o.g. let bu(Zt) n Cod(&) = { }. Th us it follows from Lemma 4.4 that 
there exist a critical pair (~1, ~2) and a substitution 6 with 6~1 = Otrr and 
Bu2 =(t$ll)[82r2],r. This implies sl =s[8rrl],, =s[&l],, and s2 =s[Q2Y21pr = 
sVi(~l )W2r21qlpl =sk5~21p,. 0 
Theorem 4.1. The relation + is locully conjuent ly UI 12~2 for all critical pairs 
(uI,uz) of the PRS R. 
Proof. The (+)-direction is a trivial consequence of Lemma 4.2. For the (+)-direction 
assume ~1 j, u2 for all critical pairs (~1,242) of R. Let s + si, i = 1,2. Then the Crit- 
ical Pair Lemma 4.6 can be applied. In the first of its two cases the result follows 
immediately. In the second case there is a critical pair (ur,~), a substitution 6 and 
a position p E Pm(s), such that si = s[dUi]p, i = 1,2. By assumption there is a term w, 
such that ui 5 w z ~2. Theorem 3.9 yields 6ut 5 6w z 8~2 and hence st =s[&i], : 
s[~w],~ z s[6u21p = SZ. Thus sr 1 s2 and + is locally confluent. 0 
As for terminating relations confluence and local confluence are equivalent, this 
yields a decision procedure for the confluence of a terminating PRS. 
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Corollary 4.8. Conjluence of terminating PRSs is decidable. 
Example 4.9. The syntax of classical predicate logic can be described by the two types 
term and form of terms and formulae and by the following constants: 
7 : form Aform, 
A, V : form + form + form, 
V, 3 : (term + form) -3 form. 
For readability we write Vx. P(x) instead of V(Ax. P(x)) and use A as an infix. 
The negation normal form [7], where 1 is only applied to atomic formulae, can be 
defined via the following terminating’ rewrite system: 
-l7 : -P+P, 
1 A : -(PA Q)-(TP) v (-Q), 
-V : ‘(P V Q)-(TP) A (TQ), 
+ : -vx . P’(x)Jx . -P’(x), 
13 : 4x. P’(x)+Vx . -P’(x). 
There are 5 critical pairs, all of which arise by unifying the left-hand side of 
rule with the subterm 1 P of --P, and all of which are joinable. For example, 
3x.P’(x) 
/” 77 
-13x. P’(x) 
\3 
1vx. -P’(x) 
some 
is joinable because ~t’x . -P’(x) --+ 3x. yap’ + 3x. P’(x). Hence, the system is con- 
fluent, i.e. the negation normal form is uniquely determined. 
Example 4.10. Going back to Example 3.4, the pure lambda-calculus, we find that 
both beta and eta have no critical pairs with themselves, and hence that beta and eta 
on their own are locally confluent. Since eta also terminates, this implies confluence. 
For the non-terminating beta we have to wait for the notion of orthogonality to deduce 
confluence. Combining beta and eta yields two critical pairs: 
1 Termination of this and of the other terminating systems in this paper can be proved with the techniques 
by van de Pol [34]. 
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abs(ix . F(x)) 
YB 
@WAX. UPP(WJY .F(Y)),X)) 
-4 
abs(ly .F(y)). 
Both critical pairs are trivially joinable. Hence beta + eta is locally confluent. 
In Section 7 we quote a result which even permits to deduce confluence of beta + eta. 
An interesting extension of this system can be obtained by adding a constant l_ : term 
representing the completely undefined term, and the two rules 
labs : ubs(Ax. I) -+ 1. 
This system has two critical pairs: eta overlaps lump yielding (I,ub.s(%x. I)), and 
beta overlaps -Labs yielding (I, upp(-L, S)). This is a nice example of completion: if 
either of the two rules had been omitted, it would have followed from the other one 
as a critical pair. Hence the system is locally confluent. Unfortunately, we have no 
theorem which implies confluence. 
One of the main selling points of critical pairs has been the fact that they come with 
a so-called “completion algorithm”: a non-confluent rewrite system can be transformed 
into an equivalent (w.r.t. the equational theory) but confluent system by adding critical 
pairs as new reduction rules. As the last example indicates, this is also possible in our 
higher-order situation. However, higher-order critical pairs may no longer be pattern 
rewrite rules in case neither of the two components is a pattern. It is easy to see 
that this unfortunate state cannot arise if the original PRS we start with contains only 
rewrite rules where both the left and the right-hand sides are patterns, a rare situation 
in practice. 
5. Confluence modulo equality 
The most important consequence of confluence is the uniqueness of normal forms. 
However, there are cases of non-confluent systems where the normal forms of any term 
are not unique, but somehow similar to each other. 
Example 5.1. In Example 4.9 we showed how to express predicate logic formulae as 
A-terms. The prenex normal form can be described by a rewrite system R consisting 
of the rules 
Q* : (Ox. P’(x)) * Q --f Qx . (P’(x)*Q) 
*Q : P*(Qx . Q’(x)) + Qx . (P * Q’(x)) 
for all Q E {V’, 3) and * E { A, V}, together with the rules l’d and 13 from Example 4.9. 
‘SSxd 01 o~npou~ amanTJu03 JO uoymldde aq$ uo awI~uamo:, MOU 111~ aM 
xNnvnt;;zvnycC .n‘nE *: z?X anay 
zTX + ZtX V ffHX -Z‘i‘Xfj :&- 
zTX -+ ztx v A-+x ‘Z’A’XA :j?a- 
.pa$yvs am g pm f3- 
suo~y~puo3 ayl jY$ N ojnpour ~uan&uo3 si t uatfJ T?u~gvu~ucna~ ST N . t JV~/J yms 
‘uogv~a.4 v c puv t_l= N * ‘uoyqan 3~nzaurukts v aq H la7 .( [ 1 I] IanH) p’s aanua~ 
:olnpow amanpuo3 ro3 uog!puo~ mzl$sqr! $ua!Dgns t! saaold OSIE $anH 
‘{Z-jCVktX’(CEI(Z‘X)} = N . t 
:suoyzla* 30 uog!soduIoD salouap . Ianbas aql UI 
‘E si OS ‘alqt2 
-p!Dap ST N pm alqvlnduIo3 alo su1.103 Iemou-t 31 w_u.1o3 pm,~~ou-~ 30 acmal+nba 
-N 30 $sa$ B Icq N n t oInpour amap+nba ‘03 Isal ay$ acwldaJ UED aM ‘snyL 
‘JN n k) sj z alay 
I‘iC.--~Tx+tf~x 
.i% N uoigvjan amapgnba uv olnpotu luand_iog sf c uayJ .xJo ullo/ 
~YLU.I~~ (CAv.wq.m uv azouap TX ral puv 6u~z~gvtu~ou aq t la7 ‘( [ 1 I] $anH) g’s aurma~ 
‘UAW // xV,,X~,XV,,xc;;,x~,,X’,,x~~,~~XV,x~xVX~X * * 
BI N uofyyan amapminba uv ojnpozu zuan$uouo3 sy c uogyal v ‘2’s uogyyaa 
’ X0 ‘do pue ((k),a *(X),6) ’ Lo ’ “‘0 suJJo3 I”mou K’uFs!p oW sEy yD!qM (((x),0 
*( (r),d. x0)). X0 ‘( (( (r),a . X0) * (x),6). x0) =: (s ‘A) lred ~mym aql 01 as!1 San@ 
(( (c),a . X0) * (( x),d. x0) asnmaq s! sg~ wanguo9 $0~ s! lnq saleyuual mawk s!y~ 
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The PRS R defines a relation -+ on terms as usual. Because F is a symmetric 
PRS, for every rule (1+ Y) E 6 the reverse rule (r -+ I) is in & as well. As 8 is a 
PRS it follows that both 1 and r are patterns, neither 1 nor r are free variables and 
fv(lj=fv(r). The symmetric reduction relation on terms defined by 8 is denoted by 
H 8 or simply H . The transitive-reflexive closure - :=ii is an equivalence relation. 
It is called the equivalence relation defined by &. 
Definition 5.6. An equational PRS (R,b) is called conJluent iff the relation + defined 
by R is confluent modulo the equivalence relation - defined by 8. 
Lemma 5.3 together with Theorem 3.12 implies that s =R,,E t H safe, =A tljl, if 
R is terminating and (R,&) is confluent. Confluence of equational PRSs can be proved 
by also considering critical pairs between R and 8. 
Definition 5.7. Let (R, &) be an equational PRS. The critical pairs of B/R are defined 
as all critical pairs arising from overlapping (analogous to Definition 4.1) the left-hand 
sides of rules (Zi+ri) and (ZZ+Q), where either (l~+rl)~d and (/~-+Q)ER or 
(II +rl)ER and (ZZ+YZ)E&. 
Definition 5.8. The critical pairs of (R,6) are the union of the critical pairs of R and 
the critical pairs of b/R. 
Finally, we can generalize Huet’s characterizations of conditions d and g to equa- 
tional PRSs: 
Lemma 5.9. (R, 8) satisjies condition d ifs UI l u2 for every critical pair (ul, ~2) 
of R. 
Proof. (1) Assume condition JZZ and let (~1, ~2) be a critical pair of R. By Lemma 4.2 
there exists a term s such that ui +-s 4 ~2. Hence ui 1 ~2 by condition d. 
(2) Assume ui J, ~2 for every critical pair (u~,uz) of R and s +si, i = 1,2. 
By the Critical Pair Lemma 4.6 there are two cases: 
$1 i ~2. By the reflexivity of N it follows that s1 1s~. 
There is a critical pair (ui,uz), a substitution 6 and p ??Pos(s), such that .si = 
s[suilpt i = 1,2. By assumption there are terms ~‘1, ui, such that ui 5 U{ - U; 
c ~2. Theorem 3.9 yields 6ui -+* Sui, i = 1,2. As N =A and H is defined 
by a symmetric PRS, Theorem 3.9 also yields ~(u’,)N~(u;). So we get 
S] = s[sui]p : s[S& “S[&.& Z- s[&& = s2 
and hence s1 1~2. 0 
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Lemma 5.10. Let (R, 6’) be an equational PRS and R left-linear. Condition B is 
satisfied ifSfor every critical pair (~1, ~2) of &fR we have UI J. ~2. 
Proof. (1) Assume condition !?J. Let (ui,uz) be a critical pair of B/R. There is a rule 
(11 --t q ) E R and a rule (12 -+ r2) E 8, such that w.1.o.g. Ii overlaps 12. By Lemma 4.2 
there is a term s, such that ui csH~2. Hence condition &Y yields ~1 1 ~2. The other 
case where 12 overlaps Zi is symmetric. 
(2) Assume ui J. ~2 for every critical pair (ui,uz) of d/R. Let s -+si and sHs2. By 
definition of + and H there are rules (Ii -+ rl ) E R, (12 + r2) E 8, positions pl, p2 E 
POS(S) and substitutions 01,02, such that s/p, =elZ1, s1 =s[elrllp,, s/p2 =&12, s2= 
s[02r2]p2. There are three cases: 
(a) 
(b) 
pl!l p2. It is trivial that si =,#iri],, Hs[elrl],,[e2r2]p2 tS[e2t-2]p2 =s2. Hence, 
si 1 s2 and condition G? is satisfied. 
PZ G PI and q := pl/p2. It follows that s1/p2 = (s[~lrllp, )/PZ = (s/p2)[~lr119 = 
(e2Z2)[eiq]q and (e212)/q = (s/pz)/q = S/PI = O1 II. There are two cases: 
(i) The two redexes do not overlap, i.e. q =qlq2, such that q1 E Pos(Z2) and 
12/q, = F(S), where F E f v(Z2) (remember: 12 is a pattern). Hence, 02(F) is 
of the form 2%. t and we define the substitution 
e; := e2 + {F H lx,.(t[e,rl]q2)). 
Thus, we have 
t/q2 = (e2(P(xk)))/q2 = (e2(Z2/ql ))/q2 = ((e2Z2)k)/q2 = (e2Z2)/9 = elZ1 
and hence (32 7 0;. Theorem 3.9 yields e2r2 +* ($7,. 
Let H be a new variable (unused so far in this context) and 
e. I= e2 u {H +-+ e;(F)) 
e; := e. + {F ++ e;(F)) 
and ZO := Z2[H(%)Iq,. From O2 5 0; it follows that &, f 0;. Applying 
Theorem 3.9 we get (&12)[elr& = (e2Z2)[O;(F(~))]q, = eoZO 5 e;Z, = 8;Z2 
= 8$Z2 = f3iZ2 H f3;rz and therefore 
s21p2 = e2r2 5 e:r2 H e:z2 E (e2z2)[elr1]q =sI/p2 
Placing it in the context it follows that 
s2 = @2r21p2 S[(e2Z2)[Q1r1iqipz = ~[~l~ilp, = s1 
1* I* 
s[%r21p, H dw2ip2 
and hence si j, ~2. 
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(ii) The two redexes overlap, i.e. q E Pos(Z2) and 12/q is not of the form F(. . .). 
W.1.o.g. assume that bu(lz) rl Cod(&) = { }. Thus it follows from Lemma 4.4 
that there exist a critical pair (~1, ~2) and a substitution 6, such that 6~1 = 02r2 
and &.Q =&(12)[8iri],. By Definition 5.7 (u~,z.Q) is a critical pair of b/R. 
By assumption there exist terms u/~,u;, such that ~1 : ~‘1 WU~ z ~2. From 
Theorem 3.9 it follows that 6~; -+* SUM, i = 1,2. As - is defined by a sym- 
metric PRS, Theorem 3.9 also yields Sui - 6~:. So we have s2 =~[&i]~~ i”, 
s[~u:]~~ NS[&&]~~ c2I,s[b~~]~~ =sl and hence sl 1~2. 
The last case is pi 6 p2 with q := pz/pl. This case is similar to case 2b, except 
that we have to make use of the condition that R is left linear. There are two 
cases: 
(i) If the two redexes do not overlap, we again have 81 (F) = &. t and define 
0: := 0, + {F H nx,.(t[e,r,]@)}. 
So we get 81 figi and Theorem 3.9 yields 8lrl ?l$r,. As the PRS R is 
assumed to be left-linear, the free variable F occurs only once in II. Therefore 
(~,~,)W21q =(WI)[~:UW~)~~, = o’,b + +I 
It follows that 
Sl = Gh~ll,, SK&~1 )[~2dJp, = $32r2lp, = s2 
1* 1 
aA~ll,, N ~v+-ll,, 
and hence si J, ~2. 
(ii) The case where the two redexes overlap, i.e. q E Pos(Zl ) and 1,/q is not of 
the form F(. . .) is completely analogous to case 2(b)(ii). 0 
Huet gives a simple example which shows that left-linearity of R is essential. 
With the help of these lemmas it is now possible to formulate a sufficient criterion 
for the confluence of an equational PRS. 
Theorem 5.11. Let (R, 8) be an equational PRS, such that R is left-linear and ( + 
N ) terminates. Then the equational PRS (R, 6’) is confluent zr ~414 N 1,424 jbr all 
critical pairs (ul,uz) of (R, B), where uiJ, is an arbitrary --+-normal form of u,. 
Proof. First note that since --t . - terminates, so does + because - is reflexive. 
Hence the notation tl is always defined. The theorem follows almost directly from 
Lemmas 5.4, 5.9 and 5.10 because ui 1 uz % ~11 - ~2 1: the (+)-direction is trivial; 
for the other direction note that if ~1 5 U{ - U; A u2 then confluence implies ui J, N ~2 1 
using Lemma 5.3. 0 
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Example 5.12. Now we can prove that the PRS R from Example 5.1 is confluent 
modulo the symmetric PRS 
d := {ax. Qy .H(x, y) tf Q~.Qx.H(x,~)IQE{Y’,~}}. 
As usual, N denotes the equivalence relation defined by b. It is easily checked that all 
critical pairs of R arise by overlapping Q* with *Q, and that their two normal forms are 
(rJ.,sJ) = (Qx. Qy . (P’(x) * Q’(y)), Qy . Qx. (P’(x) * Q’(y))). Thus we have rJ ~81. 
In addition, we can overlap the rules Q* and *Q with the rules in d which gives rise 
to the critical pairs of d/R, whose normal forms are (Qx . Qy . (H(x, y) * Q), Qy . Qx . 
(H(x, y ) * Q)) and (Ox . Qy . (Q * H(x, y)), Qy . Ox . (Q * H(x, y ))), both of which are 
contained in N . 
As R is left-linear and ( + . N ) terminates, it follows from Theorem 5.11 that 
(R,d) is a confluent equational PRS: modulo quantifier-commutativity, R computes a 
unique prenex normal form. As =kp is decidable the relation =RUg is decidable by 
Lemma 5.3. 
It is interesting to note that confluence is destroyed by a frequently employed opti- 
mization in computing prenex forms: 
0’~ .P’(x)) A WY. Q’(Y)) --+ kc. (P’(x) A Q’(x)), 
(3x .P’(x)) v (3~. Q’(y)) -+ 3x. (P’(x) V Q’(x)). 
These new rules give rise to non-trivial critical pairs with R, requiring, for example, 
the further rule ‘dx . Vy . (P’(x) A Q’(y)) --+ Vx . (P’(x) A Q’(x)). It seems unlikely that 
confluence can be regained by some form of completion. 
6. Orthogonal pattern rewrite systems 
We now turn our attention to a subclass of PRSs, the so called orthogonal ones. 
An Orthogonal Pattern Rewrite System (OPRS) is a PRS that is left linear and has 
no critical pairs. This means that there are no rules whose left-hand sides overlap (see 
Definition 4.1). 
Orthogonal term-rewriting systems have a long history [28,12,17]. They have been 
studied very closely because of their similarity to functional programs with pattern 
matching. The key property of orthogonal systems is their confluence, regardless of 
whether they terminate or not. We show that this holds for OPRSs as well. The main 
idea is to define a relation 3 on terms such that -+ G 3 G 3, which implies > * * =--f. 
It is well known that in this case + is confluent if 2 has the diamond property: 
r>sAr2tt33u.sBuAt2u. 
6. I. The classical proof 
In this section we generalize Aczel’s [l] confluence proof from his “consistent sets 
of contraction schemes” to arbitrary OPRSs. Note that the former are a proper subset 
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If a(K) Z a(G) by rule (A), si : ti follows by induction hypothesis and hence 
a&) 5 a(G). The remaining case is trivial. 0 
Next we show that > interacts very nicely with substitutions. The proof is similar 
to the one of Theorem 3.9 but considerably simpler. 
Lemma 6.4. If s > S’ and 0 > 8’ then 8s 2 e’s’. 
Proof. By induction on the order of 0 (see Definition 2.1) with a nested induction on 
the structure of s > s’. 
(A) If s = a&) > a($) =s’, then by the inner induction hypothesis Bsi 2 e’s:. We 
distinguish two cases. - 
1. If u $?’ %m(e) (and hence u +Z 5&m(#)) then 8s = a(&,) 2 a(&$) = O’S’ fol- 
lows by rule (A). 
2. If a E %z?r(e) then 8a = 1%. t. By Lemma 6.2 it follows that B’a = ny,. t’ 
where t > t’. Define the substitutions 6 = {y, H es,} and 6’ = {y, H e’s;} and 
notice that we have 6 > 6’. If a is of type c ---f r, the definition of ord implies 
ord(ri) < ord(c -+ z) and hence ord(6) < ord(6’) (note that this also holds in 
case n = 0). Thus the outer induction hypothesis applies: 6t 2 8’t’ because 
t 2 t’. Thus we obtain: OS = (&)(es,) = 6t 2 6/t’ = (fl’a)(@s;) = O’S’. 
(L) If s = Ax. t, s’ = Ax. t’ and t 2 t’ then the inner induction hypothesis yields 8s = 
IX. (et) 3 k. (e/t’) = ev using rule (L). 
(R) If s= c(g), Si > si, c(g)= 61 and s’= 6r then the inner induction hypothesis 
implies 8si > e’s(. Since c(8’s;) = 0’61 rule (R) directly yields 0s = c(&,) > 0’6r 
= O’s’. 0 
The following lemma expresses a simple idea: in a reduction step 01 B s, where I 
is a linear pattern and does not overlap with any rule, the I-part cannot change, i.e. all 
reductions must take place inside the terms introduced via 0. 
Lemma 6.5. Let R be an OPRS and let 10 = AK.1 be a linear pattern that does not 
overlap any left-hand side of R. If 01 2 s and god(e) n {G} = {} ($&m(8) n {x} = {} 
by convention!) then there exists a substitution 0’ such that 8’1 =s, f3~f,,~la~ 2 8’ and 
9om(ey =fu(zo). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of 1. 
1. If I = c(G), then the last inference in 81 B s must be (A) or (R). In either case 
there are ti such that 81’ > ti. Each 1X,.1’ is again a linear pattern. Since lo does 
not overlap any left-hand side of R, it follows easily from Corollary 4.5 that nei- 
ther do the IZX,. Zi. Now the induction hypothesis yields substitutions Bi such that 
oili = ti, elfv(nx,.ri) > 8i and %m(&) =fu(IzG. Zi). Now let 0’ := lJE1 Bi, which is 
a well-defined substitution because the gom(Oi) are disjoint, thanks to linearity. 
In particular, we have 8’2 = c(G), Q,,(ro) , > 8’ and gom(8’) =fv(lO). If rule (A) 
was used, @I= s as required. Rule (R) cannot have been used because it would 
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mean that c(g) = al’, where 1’ is the left-hand side of a rule in R. Because 8’1 = 61’, 
Corollary 4.5 implies that lc overlaps l’, a contradiction. 
2. If 1 =F(gjJ then lJ, =F’&) because 1 is a pattern. Wlog BF = Ax.r. Hence 
Hl= (zjgr)(ym)q = r and thus Y >/ s. Let 19’ = {F H 1x.s). Obviously, 0’ has 
the desired properties. 
3. If 1=1.x. 1’ then the claim follows easily from the induction hypothesis. (At this 
point it becomes important not simply to drop the Ax because the remaining 1’ 
might no longer be a pattern.) 0 
Lemma 6.6. Let R be an OPRS and let 1 be the left-hand side of a rule in R. If 
01= a&) and si > ti then there exists a 8’ such that O’l= a(G) and 0 b 0’. 
Proof. 1 must be of the form a(,) and a must be a constant. Since R is orthogonal, 
none of the I,, all of which are patterns, can overlap with any left-hand side of R. 
By Lemma 6.5 we obtain substitutions Bi such that Bili = ti, 93om(fIi) =fU(li) and 
OlfVtl,) > Bi. Because 1 is linear, the Bi have disjoint domains and 0” := lJy=, Hi is 
well-defined, 6”1= a&) and Olfv(l) 2 0”. Using Lemma 6.1 it is trivial to extend 0” 
to 19’ with the desired properties. 0 
As a corollary we easily obtain 
Corollary 6.7 (Coherence). Let R be an OPRS. Zf (l+ r) E R, 81= a(K) and s, 3 ti, 
i = 1,. . , n, then there exists a 0’ such that 8’1= a(G) and Br > t3’r. 
We can finally show that > has the diamond property, i.e. if s 3 ti, i = 0, 1, then 
there exists a u such that ti 2 u, i = 0, 1. 
Theorem 6.8. Zf R is an OPRS then 2 has the diamond property. 
Proof. We assume that s > si, i = 0, 1, and show by induction on the structure of 
s 3 SO that there is a t such that si 2 t, i = 0,l. 
(L) If s=~.x.u 3 ix.uo=ss and u B us, then Lemma 6.2 implies s1 = Ax. 111 and 
u > ui. By induction hypothesis there exists a u such that Ui > u and hence 
si 3 i.x.u=: t by (L). 
(A) If S=a(iT;;), Uj > Uoj, and a(uon) = SO, then s 3 si can only be a consequence of 
(A) or (R). In either case uj > Ulj and hence by induction hypo- 
thesis there are tj such that uij b tj. If s 3 s1 by (A) then ~1 =a(ul,) and thus 
t := a&) closes the diamond. 
If s > s1 by (R) then a(G) = 814 Br = s1 for suitable 0 and (14 r) E R. Co- 
herence yields 8’ such that a(G) = 6’1 and si = & > O’r =: t. By rule (R) we also 
have SO = a(G) 3 t, thus closing the diamond. 
(R) If s=u(~), Uj 2 Uoj and U(G)= %I -+ 0r = SO then s > s1 can only be a con- 
sequence of (A) or (R). In either case uj 2 ulj and hence by induction hypo- 
thesis there are tj such that uu > tj. Coherence yields 0’ such that a(G) = 8’1 and 
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SO = Br 2 8’r =: t. By rule (R) we also have U(Q) 2 t. Ifs > si by (A) then si = 
- 
a(ui,), thus closing the diamond. 
Ifs 3 si by (R) then a(G) = 01 Ii -+&rl =sl for suitable 01 and (11 -+rl)~R. 
Coherence yields 0; such that a(G) = fIl, I1 and elrl > 8{rl. Therefore 8’1 = t9/, Z1, 
i.e. Z and Ii overlap at E. Because R is orthogonal this means (1 -+ r) = (Zl 4 rl ), 
8’ = el, and hence s1 2 8{rl = tYr = t. 0 
6.2. Conjuence by complete superdeveZopments 
This proof is inspired by Takahashi’s proof of the confluence of semi-orthogonal 
CLC (conditional lambda calculus) [40] (see also Section 7). Takahashi uses devel- 
opments, i.e. chains of reductions where no newly created redexes are contracted, to 
transform terms t into “normal forms” t* where all redexes in t have been contracted. 
Her key idea is to show that if t > t’ then t’ > t*, where 3 is the standard notion of 
parallel reduction instead of Aczel’s 2. 
In the sequel we recast her work in the context of OPRSs using 2. Thus the 
transformation from t to t* is not a development, but is more like a superdevelopment 
defined by van Raamsdonk [37] for A-calculus. We call the transformation t 3 t* a 
complete superdevelopment. Although the classical proof and Takahashi’s version share 
the basic lemmas, we find that her auxiliary notion t* leads to a shorter and more 
appealing proof of her main lemma (Lemma 6.10) compared to the direct proof of 
Theorem 6.8. Both proofs are shown to allow the reader a direct comparison. 
Definition 6.9. Let R be an OPRS. For every A-term t in long j$norrnal form the 
term t* is defined recursively as follows. 
1. (1.X. t)* =/lx. (t*), - 
2. a&)* =a(&*), if a(&*) is not a redex, 
3. a(t,)*=@), if there is a rule (Z+r)ER and a substitution 8, such that e(Z)=u(t,*), 
where a is an atom of type G--+ r and ti : Zi. The term t* is well defined, because for 
OPRSs the rule (I -+ r) and the substitution 0 are uniquely determined by the redex - 
a(&* ). 
Lemma 6.10. Let R be an OPRS, 2 the corresponding parallel reduction and t a 
A-term in long /Q-normal form. Then we have t B t’+ t’ 2 t* 
Proof. By induction on the size of t. There are three cases: 
(L) t = Lx. s 2 Ix. s’ = t’ with s 2 s’. By induction hypothesis s’ 2 s* and hence t’ = 
Ax.s’ > Ax.,? =t*. 
(A) t = U(C) > U(C) = t’ with ti 2 ti (i = 1 , . . . , n). By induction hypothesis we have 
ti 2 t’ (i = 1,. . . , n). Now there are two cases: 
1. If u(T) is no redex, i.e. there are no (I -+ r) E R and 0 such that 0Z= a(c), 
then t’ = u(z) > u(c) = t*. 
2. If u(F) is a redex, i.e. there are (I + r) E R and 0 such that e(Z) = u(F), then 
t’ = U(C) 2 Q(r) = t*. 
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(R) t = a(G) 2 19(r) for some substitution 0 and (1 + Y) E R such that ti 3 t: (i = I,. . . , 
n) and d(l) = a(c). By induction hypothesis we have ti 3 t’. It follows from 
Lemma 6.6 that there is a substitution 0’, such that f_?‘(Z) =a(t,*) and 0 3 8’. 
Lemma 6.4 yields t’ = O(r) 2 O’(r) = t*. ??
Theorem 6.11. OPRSs are conjuent. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.10 that for any OPRS R the relation 3 has the 
diamond property. Hence + is confluent, because of Lemma 6.3. Cl 
7. Related work 
As already indicated in the introduction, PRSs are closely related to CRSs [16, 18). 
Confluence of CRSs has been investigated for orthogonal systems. HRSs are the same 
as Wolfram’s higher-order term rewriting systems. This abundance of slightly different 
frameworks has lead to a notion of higher-order rewriting system (HORS) which is 
parameterized by a “substitution calculus” [3 1,291 and generalizes all of the afore- 
mentioned frameworks. In the case of HRSs/PRSs the substitution calculus is the 
simply-typed i-calculus. It has been shown that all weakly orthogonal HORSs are 
confluent [31,29]. Although the notion of weak orthogonality for HORSs is defined 
directly rather than in terms of critical pairs, it can be translated as follows: 
Definition 7.1. A PRS R is called weakly orthogonal iff it is left-linear and all of its 
critical pairs are of the form (u,u). 
A direct proof of confluence for all weakly orthogonal PRSs is given by 
van Raamsdonk [38]. This generalizes one of the results obtained in our paper, but at 
a considerable increase in complexity. Hence, we believe that the simplified proofs 
of confluence for OPRSs which we provide have their own merit. On the other 
hand, van Oostrom’s techniques yield further dividends, for example that the weakly- 
orthogonal combination of left-linear and confluent PRSs is again confluent [29, The- 
orem 3.5.131, generalizing a theorem by Nipkow [27, Theorem 6.11. 
This result about weakly orthogonal systems has some interesting consequences. For 
example, it implies that lambda-calculus with both beta and eta (Example 4.10) is 
confluent: both rules are left-linear and all critical pairs are of the form (u, u). 
Takahashi [40] has investigated a condition called semi-orthogonality which lies in 
between orthogonality and weak orthogonality: it is strictly weaker than orthogonality 
but might coincide with weak orthogonality. Takahashi proves confluence of semi- 
orthogonal “conditional lambda-calculi” (CLC), her own brand of higher-order rewrite 
systems. As CLC are very close to PRSs, semi-orthogonality can be defined for PRSs 
in the same way, and her confluence result carries over [22]. It turns out that one of 
her requirements, namely that the left-hand sides of two different rules do not overlap 
at position E, is superfluous. 
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Finally, there is a large body of research that is concerned with the combination of 
A-calculi and rewrite systems (see, for example, [2]). Although superficially similar to 
our approach, it is in fact quite different: whereas we consider rewriting modulo the 
conversions of the I-calculus, i.e. I-calculus is a meta-language for describing rewrite 
systems, they combine /?-reduction with other restricted forms of rewrite rules on the 
same level. This yields relatively strong modularity results for special combinations, e.g. 
adding B-reduction to a left-linear confluent TRS preserves confluence [24], whereas 
HRSs aim for a general theory of arbitrary higher-order rules. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that methods for proving termination of HRSs/PRSs 
are only just emerging [34,35,21, 14, 131. More work is needed in this area. 
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